A natural arch, discovered in White Mesa, in the north central part of
Arizona. From the canyon floor it looks like a small hole through the
rock; close u p it's a different Story. The boy in the picture is standing
100 feet this side of the arch.
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illiam C. Miller, photographer for the Mount Wilson a n
servatories, leads a double life. Here's a look at the other one.

ILLIAM C. MILLER, ofi c i a l photographer for
the Mount Wilson and Palomar
Observatories, has been a summer explorer for most of his
adult life. I n recent years he
has concentrated on the JNavaho
country of northern Arizona.
Much of this country is inaccessible except by jeep, and
some p a r t s have apparently
never been explored before. In
fact, Miller and his companions turned up so many new
prehistoric ruins that, in 1952,
their annual expeditions began
to be made in conjunction with
the Museum of Northern Arizona.
Now the expeditions h a v e
laken on even greater imporLance because of the recently
approved Glen Canyon Dam
project. Exploration of some
areas will now have to be completed before flood waters from
the dam cover ovcr all evidence of the past.
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Fragments of pottery ariound
the base of this huge rock
indicate that people 01 F the
ancient Pueblo culture m a y
have used it as a s h Tine
seven or eight centuries ago'
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T h e cave which lies just under the brow of this pock-marked cliff proved
to be the site of some ancient cliff-dzvellings. Last occupied between 1250
and 1276 A.D., the cave is all but inaccessible now. Miller and his party
discovered it dining their 1953 survey of White Mesa.
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